Van | Semi-integrated | Overcab | Integrated

When love of detail and sense
of style meet Italian passion,
it’s Etrusco. With our flair for
trends, we create style worlds
with harmonious natural tones,
smart details and functionality
for a real holiday atmosphere.
Thanks to clever processes
and a focus on the essentials,
we bring quality, modern
style, and fair prices down to
a common denominator. Be
there when life writes the most
beautiful stories.
To savour the big and small
pleasures of life to the
fullest. Being spontaneous,
enjoying every moment, and
experiencing the unique
feeling of lightness.
That is travelling with Etrusco.
Made for moments that last.

For
moments
that last.

Standard Highlights

VAN
Holiday can be anywhere. The only plan is to not
have a fixed plan. With an Etrusco van, simply
stop at the most beautiful places. Only 2.14
metres wide: No other van is as manoeuvrable
and compact at the same time. Enjoy more
possibilities and let the desire determine your day.
Ready for departure? Let’s go!

Manoeuvrable and compact
with a width of only 2.14 metres

Space-saving and clever vario bath

Practical kitchenette

Soft-close systems in overhead
cabinets and drawers

Striking appearance. Compact design line.
New look: Etrusco van on Ford chassis.
In the Etrusco van, every tour is an

Compact in design and plenty

experience. From city trip to beach life -

of space to feel good.

always the right companion. Italian

Comfort taken in new directions:

design and clean shapes merge in style.

Typical Etrusco. The perfect travel

Stop-and-go: enjoy the sunset with

partner for that extra pinch of freedom.

pasta or sweep through the serpentines

Upgrade: Complete Selection.

Ultimately stylish, modern and functional.

All-in for a relaxed holiday pleasure.
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The compact
space saver.

V 6.6 SF

V 5.9 DF
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DISCOVER MORE

V 6.6 SF

The perfect mix of clean
design and clever details.
Change between soft and
light colours. A real home
when travelling. Live generously
and sleep wonderfully. Every
centimetre is used perfectly.
Etrusco vans redefine space.

V 5.9 DF
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VAN | Layouts
V 6.6 SF

V 5.9 DF

FORD

FORD

671 cm

214 cm

272 cm

599 cm

214 cm

272 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

V 5.9 DF

VAN | Upholstery

V 5.9 DF
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Aosta

Emilia

DISCOVER MORE

(Option type X)
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You want to travel flexible?
Mediterranean roads, mountain passes
and long motorway journeys: with our
Etrusco models you can be spontaneous
and still have everything you need for your
passion. Perfect for all those who don’t feel
the need to decide.

Enjoying
pure life.

Standard Highlights

SEMI-INTEGRATED
On the go and at home at the same time.
Ready to conquer the world. The semi-integrated
models from Etrusco: Versatile and ultimately
variable. A top seller among motorhomes.
Everything is included as standard for your dream
holiday. Feel good and relax: The comfortable
lounge, your own bed, the kitchen, the bathroom,
and a good mood.

New. Dynamic. Lots of space.
Semi-Integrated On Ford chassis.

Happy Place: Everywhere.
Top-Seller on Fiat chassis

Spectacular road trips guaranteed.

The view follows flowing contours.

Refreshing design, striking look and

Refined design language in Italian design.

functional harmony smartly combined.

Modern details. Thoroughly feel-good

Travel even more comfortably. Discover

ambience. Whether alone, as a couple

new horizons. Experience the ultimate

or with the family. Plenty of space.

holiday feeling with the popular Complete

Stop spontaneously and discover

Selection.

cool hot spots.
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Efficient LED-lights in the interior

Smart USB charging options

Spacious rear garage
with safety lugs

Soft-close systems
in cupboards and drawers
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More space
for enjoyment.
T 7.3 SCF

T 7.3 SCF
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Be flexible and agile on the
move. Everything is possible
with the right motorhome.
From family vacations to city
trips for two. This year our
semi-integrated models receive
design updates and comfortable
extras making them even
more comfortable, even more
sophisticated, and even more
relaxing. For exciting days
and tranquil nights.
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T 7.3 SF
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T 7.3 SF

T 7.3 QCF

DISCOVER MORE

T 7.3 SCF
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SEMI-INTEGRATED | Layouts
T 7400 QBC

T 7.3 SF

T 7400 SBC

FIAT

T 7.3 SCF

FORD

FIAT

FORD

740 cm

232 cm

295 cm

740 cm

232 cm

295 cm

734 cm

232 cm

287 cm

734 cm

232 cm

287 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

T 7400 SB

T 7.3 QCF

T 7300 SB

FIAT

T 6.9 SF

FORD

FIAT

FORD

740 cm

232 cm

295 cm

730 cm

232 cm

295 cm

734 cm

232 cm

287 cm

698 cm

232 cm

287 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

T 6900 SB

T 6900 DB

FIAT

FIAT

695 cm

232 cm

295 cm

695 cm

232 cm

295 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

SEMI-INTEGRATED | Upholstery
T 5900 FB
FIAT

595 cm

232 cm

295 cm

Length

Width

Height

Campania

Aosta

Emilia

DISCOVER MORE

(Option type X)
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Feel good!
Just like
at home.

OVERCAB

Standard Highlights

Families are welcome: discover the
world at your own pace. Enjoy freedom
that is full of comfort and extra space
for living. With the overcab from Etrusco,
always be where life is writing new stories.
Let yourself be surprised on detours and
byways. For memories that last.

Comfortable cab through fold-up
overcab bed

Spacious garage

Comfortable and spacious bathroom

Soft-close systems in cupboards
and drawers

More space. Classics in modern design.
Travelling with space. Overcab on a Fiat chassis.
Extra space for living and sleeping. Relaxed

which direction: let yourself be surprised

travel with that extra feeling of space. Clear

on detours and byways. Etrusco A-models

design language and casual elegance. Feel

models – for the most exciting tour group

boundless freedom with family or friends.

in the world: your family. Together. Time.

Leave everyday life behind and discover

Experience.

secret spots with our alcove. No matter in
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Impressive and inviting.
Enormous space for freedom.
Today here, tomorrow there.
Comfort everywhere. A clean,
modern living area in grey
and natural tones conveys
coolness. A mix of materials,
as brilliant as the view.
Etrusco A-models for
the most exciting tour
group in the world:
your family.

A 7300 DB

A 6600 BB

Because time
together is the
most precious
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A 6600 BB
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OVERCAB | Layouts
A 7300 DB

A 6600 BB

FIAT

FIAT

740 cm

235 cm

296 cm

Length

Width

Height

659 cm

235 cm

296 cm

Length

Width

Height

A 7300 DB

OVERCAB | Upholstery

A 7300 DB
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Campania

Aosta

Emilia

DISCOVER MORE

(Option type X)
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Special
moments
right
outside
your
doorstep.

INTEGRATED

Standard Highlights

Decide where to go with Etrusco.
Feel good, relax and enjoy the stylish
interior. There is plenty of space
to dream and thanks to the panoramic
windscreen you can always keep
a clear view.

Pull-down bed with wooden slatted
frame

Soft-close systems in cupboards
and drawers

Comfortable and spacious bathroom

Comfortable coupé entrance

Ideal balance. Freedom and style.
Modern look: the Integrated front is a real eye-catcher.
Feel good and relax in a stylish interior.

In the interior, subtle colours and Italian

From the coupé entrance to the LED

design come together perfectly. An

lighting and the fold-down bed with

ambience to feel good and relaxed.

slatted frame - here you are at home

Decide day by day where you want to

in something special! Plenty of space

go with your Etrusco. Discover what

to dream and thanks to the panoramic

our integrated models have to offer and

windscreen you willl allways have the best

choose the layout that suits your travel

view.

style the best.
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The private spa that is always
with you. Whether as a
refreshing shower room or as
a spacious vario-bathroom.
Everything can be stored where
you want, everything is at hand,
everything is simple and well
thought out.

I 7400 SBC | QBC

DISCOVER MORE

I 7400 SBC
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INTEGRATED | Layouts
I 7400 QBC

I 7400 SBC

FIAT

FIAT

740 cm

232 cm

295 cm

740 cm

232 cm

295 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

I 7400 SB

I 6900 SB

FIAT

I 7400 SB

FIAT

740 cm

232 cm

295 cm

695 cm

232 cm

295 cm

Length

Width

Height

Length

Width

Height

Pure comfort from the mattress
to the slatted frame to the
cleverly planned wardrobe.
Smart down to the last detail:
USB plug for tablets
and phones.

INTEGRATED | Upholstery

I 7400 QBC
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Campania

Aosta

Emilia

DISCOVER MORE

(Option type X)
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Travel
to your
Gusto.

Discover Etrusco
Orignial Parts & Accessories!
From practical accessories to
exciting lifestyle products we have the right articles
for your motorhome.

Original
Accessories
for every
series!
Secure lockable service
compartment in the floor

Modern
upgrade options

CREDITS |

CONCEPT | DESIGN | INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHY |

Lorenzo Mennonna Studio

Subject to technical changes and changes in the design of the vehicles. All illustrations in the Etrusco catalogue may in part show alternative designs or special
equipment for which additional costs will be incurred.
The photos may also show furnishings (e.g. plates,
glasses, etc.) which are not included in the sales price
and are not distributed by Etrusco. Some of the vehicle images in this catalogue are of prototypes and not
yet of final production vehicles. Despite careful control
of the contents, this catalogue may contain printing
errors. Colour deviations are possible for printing reasons. Your dealer will be happy to inform you of any
changes made to the products after the catalogue was

printed. Prices valid until next advertised prices. The
technical data given in this publication correspond in
weight and dimensions as well as in the options and
design to the level of knowledge and production at the
time of printing (September 2022). Etrusco reserve the
right at any time to make modifications or improvements to the product. Therefore, we recommend that
during the information process and before completing
the contract you consult our website, use our configurator and/or contact our brand authorized dealer on
possible modifications in comparison to the present
publication. Do you have any specific questions? You
can ask your dealer or us for all the details.

Practical upgrades

Etrusco GmbH
Tel +49 7561 9097-450 | info@etrusco.com

www.etrusco-original-zubehör.de/en

DISCOVER MORE

www.etrusco.com

@etrusco_official
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